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Italy food and wine holidays: where to go and what to book
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HHow to book the best ow to book the best ItalianItalian (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/italy/articles/italy-summer-holidaysguide/) food and food and

wine holiday, with advice on gourmet tours, cookery courses and wine tastings, our favourite trips, including ice-wine holiday, with advice on gourmet tours, cookery courses and wine tastings, our favourite trips, including ice-

cream making and vineyard visits, and the best tour operators. By Telegraph Travel's Italy experts. Scroll down for acream making and vineyard visits, and the best tour operators. By Telegraph Travel's Italy experts. Scroll down for a

list of tour operators offering food and wine holidays.list of tour operators offering food and wine holidays.

Italy has obvious attractions as a gastronomic destination. It has rich and varied regional cuisine, ranging from rich dishes using maize,

beef and butter in Lombardy, to light seafood specialities on the coast, to the saffron and other spices that signal Arab influences in Sicily.

Organised tours

Wine and cookery courses, therefore, are among the country’s most popular activity holidays. Many seek to teach the basic principles of

Italian cooking, using traditional ingredients such as spelt, radicchio, rabbit and wild boar. There is often plenty of opportunity to sample

local specialities, as well as preparing meals from scratch.

Such itineraries are becoming increasingly flexible, moving from week-long residential schools, with hands-on lessons and visits to local

Cruise

Exclusive Tours from The Telegraph: Join Xanthe Clay for a cooking holiday in Tuscany (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/tours/telegraph-

tours/join-xanthe-clay-cooking-holiday-tuscany/)
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Smooth Red (020 8877 4940; smoothred.co.uk (http://www.smoothred.co.uk/)) offers "wine weekends" to Puglia, Amalfi and Piedmont, plus

longer trips with cookery lessons and other extras.

Stirred (01347 868 659; stirredtravel.com (http://www.stirredtravel.com/)) organises six-night courses at the elegant Villa Casagrande in the

Veneto town of Cison di Valmarino, including hands-on tuition, wine and olive oil tasting sessions, and a day trip to explore Venice's fresh

fish and vegetable market.

Sunvil Discovery (020 8758 4722, sunvil.co.uk (http://www.sunvil.co.uk/)) offers tailormade food and wine themed itineraries throughout Sicily,

with a range of wine estates and farmhouse properties, with many that offer regional cookery experiences or wine tasting.

Tuscookany (07039 400235; tuscookany.com (http://www.tuscookany.com/)). Three-day and one-week residential cookery courses in a choice

of three attractive Tuscan villas.
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